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Training Plan Instructions 
Coggan WKO4 Power Duration iLevel Training Plans  
 
Welcome! 
Thank you for purchasing a Velocious Endurance Coaching training plan written by Tim Cusick, 
TrainingPeaks WKO4 product leader. These comprehensive training plans will walk you through each step 
of your training and give you the tools to test and maintain your threshold and training zones as you get 
more fit. Please review the information in this document to make sure you get the most from this plan. 
 
Training Plan Layout 
You can view your workout calendar online at any time in your TrainingPeaks account. 
 

 
 
Workout Layout 
The workouts in this training plan are designed to guide you through each phase with a brief description, 
time of phase, target power, cadence, and (where appropriate) terrain. Please make sure you understand 
the layout before you start your training. 
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 Workout Acronyms:  

 WU: Warm up 

 MS:  Main Set (may be more than one) 

 TARGET:  The targeted power of the set as a training level, % of PDC (power duration curve) 
or as a specific number or range 

 PDC:  Power Duration Curve in WKO4 (Can use attached Chart in WKO4 to target) 

 CADENCE:  Targeted cadence for set 

 TERRIAN:  Suggested terrain where applicable, may not always be possible to achieve. 
 
Initial Testing  
The Coggan WKO4 Power Duration Curve iLevels Training Level plans feature an initial four-day testing 
protocol to establish your Power Duration Curve and modeled metrics. This four-day test protocol is only 
completed at the start of the training plan to set the baseline and is supported by ongoing “unstructured 
tests” described below and in the plan.  

 
 
Unstructured Testing and Power Duration Curve Maintenance: 
Unstructured Testing is a new and unique way of testing and maintaining your Power Duratation metrics 
and iLevels throughout the training plan. 
 
Test Duration Targeting:  
Utilizing WKO4 Power Duration Testing Chart, identify the following three test durations: 

1. Chart is set to 90 days 
2. Identify the lowest hanging (below the PD Curve Line) Mean Max Power point under 30 seconds, 

this is your SHORT test duration.  If no low hanging points, target 5 sec max effort for your test. 
3. Identify the lowest hanging Mean Max Power point between 31 seconds and 15 minutes, target 

this as your MEDIUM test duration.  If no low hanging points, target 45 sec max effort for your 
test. 

4. Identify the lowest hanging Mean Max Power point over 15 minutes, target that as your LONG 
test duration.  If no low hanging points, target 45-minute max effort for your test. 
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EXAMPLE OF TEST DURATION 

 
 

1. The sample athlete would conduct the following tests 
a. Short: 3 Sec max 
b. Medium: 55 Sec max 
c. Long: 38: min max 

 
Tips: 

1. Short and Medium efforts should really focus on MAX!  Use the Power Duration estimated max 
as your goal and attempt to exceed. 

2. For the LONG effort, pace yourself using the Power Duration estimated max but don’t start too 
hard, make sure you control your power in first few minutes. 

 
Training Levels: 
Based on the results of this test, WKO4 will automatically calculate any improvement in fitness and 
performance will immediately be reflected in your tracking metrics and training ilevels.  Check your 
Athlete Details report to review your training iLevels.  Updated training metrics (Pmax, FRC, mFTP, TTE, 
Stamina) are located in the “hero” bar. 
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Completing Workouts 
There are a few things to know about preparing for and completing your workouts. 
 

1. It is important to complete the tests and track your results. This plan WKO4 Power Duration 
Curve and modeled metrics (Pmax, FRC, mFTP, TTE, Stamina) to help you track your specific and 
overall fitness gains 

2. When reviewing total workout time, ride all extra time in Endurance Zone 2. This will usually be 
specified in the workouts, but there will be times that you cannot finish intervals or have some 
other interruption; just ride any remaining time in Endurance Zone 2.  

3. Try to do the work in the targeted ranges. It’s nice to go above and beyond, but going over 
targets often leads to increased fatigue and can actually lower your results. 

4. TSS estimates are just that: estimates. Your actual results will vary based on your effort and 
you’re your ability to complete the workout.  

5. Weekends can be busy times; feel free to flip the Saturday and Sunday rides as needed. 
6. Missed a workout? No big deal. If you miss up to three days, just continue the plan as scheduled 

without makeup work. If you miss four or more days, you might want to consider rescheduling 
workouts from the first missed workout in the plan. 

 
Good luck, and enjoy your plan!   
If you have any questions, please contact kathy@velociouscyclingadventures.com.  
 
Season Overview: 
The following season weekly overview represents all three “Coggan WKO4 Power Duration iLevel 
Training” season plans (Base 1, Base 2, Build, masters version varies slightly). You can purchase the 
additional plans at:                                                                                                                                      
https://www.trainingpeaks.com/coach/timcusick#trainingplans 
 

 
 
PMC Overview: 

mailto:kathy@velociouscyclingadventures.com
https://www.trainingpeaks.com/coach/timcusick#trainingplans
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